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Lagginhorn, 4010m, WNW Ridge (PD) 

Sun 26 Aug 2012: Yesterday we trekked for 45min from the lift to the Weissmies hut, which is 

confusingly located under the Lagginhorn and not Weissmies. This is a nice and cheap hut run by the 

SAC, only 60Sfr for alpine club members for half board.  

The WNW Ridge (PD) is the one most commonly done and is a good acclimatization scramble. There 

is a small glacier to cross and a tiny snowfield near the top, else the route is entirely on rock. No trad 

gear is necessary and we did not rope up, both climbing solo on terrain that was never of climbing 

grade (to us). Other parties were generally roped. The summit was tiny, windy and we did not hang 

around. The climbing took 3.5 hours up and 3 hours down, well below the guidebook time. 

Afterwards we walked up valley to the Hochsaas hut. I would not recommend this mountain for any 

other reason other than one can also conveniently climb the Weissmies the next day, as we did. Nice 

hut though. 

 

 

  

Lagginhorn WNW Ridge 



Weissmies,  4017m, North Ridge (AD+) 

Mon 27 Aug  2012: The Hochsaas restaurant and hut are located below the Weissmies peak and 

above the Saas valley. From here it is possible to complete a challenging circuit of the mountain, 

going up by the 2km North Ridge (AD+) and coming down the glacier snow plod (PD).  

Firstly one needs to get to the col between the Lagginhorn and Weissmies where the North Ridge 

begins. This took 1.5hrs of scrambling up scree and glacier. It is best to take the option left of the 

ridge above the hut, not the option we took to the right which is more circuitous.  

The very first bump on the ridge took us by surprise, taking 20min and much effort to progress 10 

metres. After this we tuned into the rock climbing, zigzagging among the pinnacles. The crux slab 

had two bolts on it, and a fixed cam, I led that part. There was another hard part further along with 

two more bolts. Thankfully the ridge had no other fixed gear or ropes.  

The climbing was continually absorbing, all the way to the snow face leading to the 4017m summit. 

We did not need the 60m rope we were carrying, 40 would be enough. For gear, four small cams are 

enough, plus some long slings. We reached the summit in the guidebook time of 7hrs, then 

descended to hut in 2 hours. This is an excellent route and one of the recommended classics of the 

Alps. The hut cost 75 Sfr for dinner, accommodation and breakfast. The descent could not be easier, 

with the gondola taking us back to Saas Grund in 20minutes. We took it next morning, staying the 

night to acclimatise further. 

 

  

Weissmies North Ridge 



Rimpfischhorn, 4199m, WSW Ridge (PD+) 

Wed 29 Aug 2012: There was one more day of good weather left which was not enough for the 

Weisshorn so we did this instead. We left Berghaus Flue at 4am. In total darkness we climbed for 

two hours up 800 vertical metres to the summit of Pfulwe, a rubbly minor top. The guidebook said to 

traverse left around this, but with the glacier receding this is no longer feasible. On the far side of 

Pfulwe we descended using some fixed ropes to gain a col followed by gently rising ridge. It was now 

after 6am and headlamps could be turned off. It was a clear morning.  

The rocky ridge gave way to a snowfield which brought us to the foot of a rock band at 3800m. We 

took off crampons and surmounted the rock band by a rubble spur to gain 4000m and another snow 

field. This one led to a snow couloir where the real climbing began. We simul-climbed without belays 

for 60m then turned left over rock. A traverse gained short rocky gully and then a rib brought us to 

summit ridge. 5:45hrs after starting we stood on the summit of Rimpfischhorn 4199m, having 

climbed the WSW Ridge (PD+). At the customary summit cross we took some pics and then 

descended.  

I was going slowly to save my knees so the descent took 5hrs. We were also delayed by abseiling the 

snow couloir where we joined ropes with an Austrian couple and by belaying some of the descent 

above the couloir. Still, by 2pm we were back at the hut at 2600m and one hour later at the cable car 

station just as it started to drizzle, with threatening dark clouds approaching from the Matterhorn 

side of the Zermatt valley. This was more of an endurance route than a technical climb, but a good 

one. 

 

 

Rimpfischhorn WSW Ridge 



Valee Blanche Crossing 

Mon 3 Sep 2012: Traversed Valee Blanche from Aiguille du Midi to the Torino hut on Italian Side. 

The guidebook time is 2.5 hours but we took twice as long since there was no path and we needed 

to find one, zigzagging amongst the maze of crevasses. A couple of times we ended up in cul-de-sac 

and had to reverse. There was about 30cm of fresh snow which made going harder still. We were 

the only party to cross since the heavy snowfall but had no choice as the cable car was closed for 

repairs.  

Kate and Neil tied into our rope, making a foursome, which made glacier travel safer. Went through 

an interesting hole in ice. I led for most of the way and found path through the maze eventually. 

Cloudy now.  Torino hut has much construction activity around it, it is buzzing with cranes and 

workers. 
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Valee Blanche Crossing 



Dent du Geant, 4013m, SW Face (AD) 

Tue 4 Sep 2012: Pete and I climbed the South West Face in an 11.5 hour effort from the Torino Hut. 

This is much longer than the guidebook average time of 8hrs.  

 

Every ledge and handhold on the Burgener Slabs and below was covered in snow and ice, which 

made the free climbing pitches interesting (done in boots and using ice axe to clean holds). The fixed 

ropes were covered in ice also and no one had been there for five days, since the snow storm.   

 

This is an excellent climb, despite much whinging on the web about the fixed ropes. The state it was 

in, without fixed ropes we would not be able to do it. There are four pitches without fixed ropes and 

five with them. We could abseil off with one 60m rope, down the same way we came. No one else 

was on the route that day. 

 

 
  

Dent du Geant 



Aiguille du Midi, Voie Rebouffat (200m, TD, 6a) 

7 Sep 2012: We took the first telepherique at 8:10 up to the Midi station, intent on the ultra-classic 

"Voie Rebuffat". This series of left-snaking crack was linked up by Gaston Rebuffat (or Ghastly 

Rubberfoot as Pete calls him) some half century ago, when boots and etriers were de rigeur. Today it 

goes free at 6a, Aus grade 19. Expecting a queue, we sprinted out of the Midi station sans corde, 

running down the ridge with crampons and ice axes while others were roping up. Somehow we still 

got jumped by two Swiss from Valais, but second place was cool. We left boots and axes at the base 

in Pete's big pack, changed into climbing rubbers and set off. The first pitch is 5c/30m and ends with 

a traverse left under an overlap. There I found in that another party pushed in front of us taking the 

alternative start. Wankers…as the result, the belay I was now approaching had 4 people hanging off 

it. Luckily there was another one nearby. Peter came up with the light pack and waited for the 

cluster to move up. He then led the next pitch, about 35m at 6a and I followed. A Swiss dude was 

hot on my heels, about 1m behind me. WTF? Does he not realise that if I fall off I will knock him off? 

The whole thing was starting to annoy me a bit. Luckily as we went up things spread out a bit, due to 

speed and plethora of alternative finishes. We followed the original route (the rightmost option), 

Pete's fourth pitch being another 6a. My fifth pitch had a mini corner and then the seventh had a 

snow covered right leading ramp which could be bypassed via sharp fin on its right. Pete then led the 

short but very technical last 6b+ pitch and we were on top. On the other side was the midi station to 

which all others were descending but hey, not us, for our gear was at the bottom. We abseiled the 

thing in a vertical line, ending up well left 

of our starting point. This meant that I 

then had to walk for about 300m in snow 

in climbing shoes, taking a somewhat 

circuitous route so as not to wade in 

knee deep snow or fall into bergschrund.  

Surprisingly, my feet did not freeze. Shod 

back in leathers and crampons, we re-

ascended the Midi by the normal snow 

ridge and it was all over. Back down at 

the Plan du Midi we celebrated with 

copious Kronenberg. Very nice rock 

climb, solid rock, plenty of fixed gear to 

clip (about half of all gear had to be 

placed though, this is no sport route). At 

3800m the air is thin and climbing a bit 

puffy. If you are contemplating this do 

yourself a favour and start before the 

first cable car du jour arrives!...... or start 

after midday. Either approach will 

require a stay at the Cosmiques Hut. Still, 

it was fun following in the steps of the 

Ghastly Rubberfoot. Fin. 

voie Rebuffat on Aig. Du Midi 


